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Design & Engineering

TURN-KEY installation

S/S Manufacturing

After sales services

Refit & Repairs



Doing It Right. Doing things properly or not doing them at all.

With no compromises and a particular attention for perfection

in planning and execution. 

Precetti Group corporate philosophy can be summed up in

three simple words. 

Thinking and putting into practice D.I.R. means being able to

offer the market advanced solutions and products which are in

some cases completely innovative.

It means functioning whilst paying constant attention to market

evolution. 

It means applying technical know-how - the result of years of

experience, rightly appreciated all over the shipping world.

Since 1921 the history of Precetti has been characterized by

technological innovation.

From the initial production of insulating structures to present-

day diversification, which enables the Group to boast a

complete role in site planning and construction of catering

areas on every type of ship.

Evolution not only in production but also in management: in

early 1989 the corporate was founded, with the addition of new

synergic partners in 1998.

From a family firm to the creation of a dynamic high level

technology Group ranging from the production of sophisticated

steel structures for cruise ships to layout and turnkey supply of

catering areas (food, preparation... stores). 

Today the Group, recognized by an increasingly selective market

as an international sector leader, employs more than 150,

turnover sales (30 ml Euros) and utilizes 2 factory a surface area

of 20,000 sqm industrial premises, 15,000 of which sheltered.

Company Profile
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ln order to go deeper into the many aspects
related to each working phase Precetti to arrange
teams of specialists, chosen from the companies
of the group, according to the characteristics of
each project.

Each proposal is based on the analysis of the
technical specifications and of the objectives
outlined by the customer, in order to build the
ideal catering structure for the ship, as far as her
characteristics and her use are concerned.
The practical knowledge of the needs and of the
productive process in the catering areas, the care
for ergonomy and, especially, the compliance
with the most restrictive international safety
requirements are the guarantee for the
achievement of safe results.

A main productive department equipped with
automatic machines, working on multiple daily
shifts. Production is organised on complete
cycles, starting from sheet metal through to
the finished product.

Decentralised production units are working in
the sister companies, for special steelworks or for
urgent supplies. Advanced technology for
exclusive design, as defined thanks to the
dialogue and the continuous cooperation with
customers, end users, inspectors of Sanitary
Boards, laboratory researchers.
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Design & Engineering

TURN-KEY on project management

S/S Manufacturing

After sales services

Refitt and Repaire

A new D.I.R. action. 



Precetti is a global solving problem
partner that design, produced and install
under a turn key concept marine catering
system.
Customers can rely on a qualified and careful
service, that continues after delivery with an
effective after-sales network, active world-
wide.

On-board assistance is a must of Precetti’s
Customers Service, testified by the references
in the field of turn-key installation and the
care for details in the catering areas.

Precetti quality certification vision 2000
and SAP management system and sure the
product and process delivery.
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marine catering system



Turn key installation system
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A complete outfitting system for construction
of turnkey galleys on board of cruise ships.

Precetti has design system that result in
weight reduction and in lower maintenance,
noise, vibration and water infiltration,
elimination.

A costant innovation and total attention to
each details to device, the best quality at a
competitive cost.

Precetti system has been over the last 15
years to reach the top performance and maxium
reliability.
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Engineering

Precetti carries out lay-out planning and
engineering through 3-D CAD systems,
creating virtual environments where all
possible inconveniences are studied in
advance.

The following phases of production or
selection of the equipment included in the
project, its installation and the final testing
are carried out with the same careful
attention.
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Inox Furniture

Complete range of
stainless steel

Custom made
furniture

Full compliance to latest
US PHS requirment

Iso 9001-9002
Quality assurance standard 
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Manufacturing and taylor made
products

Inoxking brand name of Precetti Catering-

division have own production facility 18000 sqmt,

of which 8000 sqmt are sheltered.

State of the arts CAD/CAM production tools are

provided and together with hig artisan capability

we carefully manifacture, high quality taylor

made stainless steel products.

Sap management software and quality insurance

system are in place to optmize production

process.
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Range of production includes:

working tables

sink table

shelf units

cup board

storage and cleaning lockers

refrigerated tables and cabinets

Reach in roll in blast chiller

Bar counters

Buffet counters

Multipurpose distribution counter

Baune Marie

Pass trough refrigerators

Knife lockers

Hot and cold trolleys

Pucker counters

All units alll totally manufactured with stainless

steel AISI 304 or 316 LANA and fully latest US

PHS marine standard.

High tickness stainless steel superior high

polished scoth brite finishing, fully tig and laser

welding, round radius corners are featured

troughsly all products.



Mega Yacht
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PRECETTI, leader in the marine hospitality and

catering systems is expanding within the Mega-

Yacht Industry.  We have over twenty years of

experience in building and refits of galleys, store-

rooms, laundries and pantries for cruise vessels,

ferries and riverboats.

PRECETTI is guaranteeing high quality pro-

ducts, designed and tailor-made to the specific

requirements of our clients. Our in-house techno-

logy enables us to meet the highest standards in

safety and hygiene to the finest details.

PRECETTI is responsive to our customers’ con-

cerns and offers advise on their suggestions. Our

responsibility is to act as business partners to seek

optimum solution outcomes in respect of the pro-

duct, environment, maritime and safety regula-

tions, etc.  

OUR PRIMARY MISSION IS TO DELI-
VER PRODUCTS AND SERVICE OF THE
HIGHEST QUALITY.
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Hygiene & Sanitation
Due to our large experience in the realisation of

fittings of hospitality & catering systems, we are

complying with the latest international rules and

regulations based on US-PHS. 

Functional Performance
The quality of our materials, the professionalism of

our employees and our state-of-the art production

plant guarantees us to deliver an end product con-

forming to the highest standards.

Installation & Technical Assistance
All components, installation, technical testing and

initial training in use of equipment are guarante-

ed to minimise ‘after sales’ maintenance interven-

tions. 



Mega Yacht
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Planning
Combining our knowledge with a constantly upda-

ted technology on design, our technicians are able

to prevent any unforeseen problems that may arise.

Our feasibility studies in 2d & 3d can optimise the

outcome and prevent any costly mistakes.  

Materials & Equipment
Our reputation starts with the selection of the

highest quality materials of stainless steel, stone

and wood. We offer our clients flexibility and advi-

se in their selection of operating equipment. 

Technical Solutions
Our professionalism combined with the latest

technology allows us to obtain optimum results

concerning safety, hygiene and reliability. Operation

and facility levels meet the most rigorous stan-

dards.    

Assembling & assistance
The assembling of the product will be delivered

meeting all the required details. Our customers can

entrust their confidence in our professionalism, our

reliability and our reputation gained from our long

experience with Cruise Ships and recently with

Mega-Yachts.
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State of the art production
Hygiene & Sanitation

Due to our large experience in the realisation of

fittings of hospitality & catering systems, we are

complying with the latest international rules and

regulations based on US-PHS. 

Functional Performance
The quality of our materials, the professionalism of

our employees and our state-of-the art production

plant guarantees us to deliver an end product con-

forming to the highest standards.

All our supplies are certified to the US-PHS and

USCG standards.

Details
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Global marine refitting
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Precetti Inc. is committed in bringing
renovations to a new and higher level in the
industry, utilizing new technologies and a
proactive approach to offer solutions, and the
tools to achieve them.

Precetti Inc. in is located in Miami and is the
highest level of standards in the preparation,
commencement and completion of renovation
projects.

This commitment continues beyond the
renovations completion in support of maintenance
repairs, material replacement and spare parts.

This commitment is based on the total resources
Precetti Inc. can engage for a cost effective
and on time completion of the smallest to the
largest of renovations.

Precetti’s Inc. range of renovations along with
material and equipment supply services include
public spaces, specialty areas, cabins, bars, buffets,
specialty restaurants, galleys, pantries, cold stores
and special projects.

Precetti Inc. is committed to extensive
planning in every aspect of renovation projects.
This planning includes materials consolidation,
sensible shipping, regional supportive relationships
and professional technicians of every required
trade.

P R E C E T T I  I N C .
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Precetti Inc. located in Miami offers an
extensive showroom of materials, furniture,
finishes and equipment both in the public and
food and beverage spaces.
Contact close to cruise ship industry.

This offers a new level of a hands-on experience
for reviews and selections.

The Precetti Inc. show room also offers a
mock-up studio (See details) to be utilized as a
test platform in the conceptual and design phases
of renovation projects.

This brings the traditional interiors sample-board
to a much higher level.

It allows to physically experience the finished
projects and facilitates changes and adjustments
in the design prior to the design completion.

Precetti Inc. also offers an equipment testing
area to experience expectations of performance.

The facility in Miami with all of its resources
provides the industry with a tool for the proactive
approach in achieving successful renovations. 
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Global Marine Refitting

Area examples:

• Cabin construction

• Wet space arrangement

• Public spaces design and material selections

• Atrium design details

• Specialty areas design

• Focal point concept

• Bar arrangement

• Seating arrangement

• Specialty restaurant arrangement

• Pantry arrangement

• Lighting design

• Balcony arrangement

• Special projects

• Bulkhead finishes and   

electrical convenience 

outlets interference review

• Door and frame review and selection

• Window review and selection

• Ceiling review and selection including 

associated interference with HVAC vents, 

speakers, detectors and Pullman beds



• Wet space selection and arrangement

• Flooring detail review

• Furnishing review and arrangement

• Lighting detail

• Seating review and arrangement

• Railing review arrangement

• Area visual range conformation

• Access conformation

• Disabled access conformation

• Signage concept

• Drapery concept

The studio offers endless array of possibilities.
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Details examples



Carnival

Costa Crociere

P & O

Holland America Lines

Grimaldi Lines

Eni

MSC

Minoan Lines

Moby lines

Neptune Lines

ResidenSea

Tirrenia

V Ships

Amsterdam
Arcadia
Athara
Aurelia
Bithia

Caribbean Princess
Clodia

Conquest
Costa Concordia

Costa Fortuna
Costa Magica

Crown Princess
Diamond princess

Destiny
Domiziana

Emilia
Excellent

Excelsior
Festos Palace

Glory
Golden Princess
Grand Princess

Janas
Knossos Palace

La Superba
La Suprema

Liberty
Moby Aki

Neptune Okeanis
Nomentana

Noordam
Nuraghes

Olympia Palace
Oosterdam

Pride of Hull
Prometeus

ResidenSea
Sabratha

Sapphire princess
Seven Seas Voyager

Sharden
Silver Cloud

Silver Wisper
Star Princess

Toscana
Triumph

Valour
Victory

Westerdam
Zaandam

Zuiderdam

Chantier de l'Atlantique
Fincantieri Ancona

Fincantieri Castellammare
Fincantieri Genova

Fincantieri Marghera

Fincantieri Monfalcone
Fincantieri Palermo

Fosen
Meier Werft

Nagasaky 

Devonport Royal Dockyard 
N.C. Apuania

Yliak 
Cantieri Navali Rosetti

Reference



w w w. p r e c e t t i . i t   
e - m a i l :  p r e c e t t i @ p g r o u p . i t  

PRECETTI S.p.A.

Società appartenente al gruppo P.GROUP S.p.A.

16010 Ceranesi (GE) - Via B. Parodi, 124 - Italy
Tel. +39 010/7266 1 - Telefax +39 010/7266 342

31028 Vazzola (TV) - Via Cal Longa, 22 - Italy
Tel. +39 0438/444 911 - Telefax +39 0438/444 915

PRECETTI INC.

5815B N Andrews Way, Ft Lauderdale, FL, 33309
Tel:  954-938-0000 Telefax: 954-938-0009




